
ADHEMESH  |  Bi-Component
Sticker

INDICATION
Adhesive  suitable  for  atachinn  technical  fabrics
(polyester,  nylon and metallic) to metal or wooden
frames.

PRODUCT
Bi-component adhesive:
Set of 750 ml adhesive and 150 ml hardener (Fast or
Normal)
1: 5 - For 100 ml of adhesive, add 20 ml of hardener.

CHARACTERISTICS
- Hinh quality adhesive for hinh tension;
- The Fast Hardener has a lower dryinn time, allowinn
nreater productive speed of the pictures;
- The Normal Hardener is indicated for climates more
durability of the product afer mixinn;
- Can be used for any type of ink Serinraphic 

POT-LIFE and CURE (POLYMERIZATION) One of  the
main  advantanes  of  ADHEMESH  is  its  POT-LIFE.  A
afer  mixinn  with  the  Quick  Hardener,  we
recommend to use the product in a maximum of 6 to
7 hours, afer this time there will be loss of quality
and  channe  of  viscosity.  The  complete

polymerization is afer 24 hours of application.
For  the  Normal  hardener,  we  recommend  to
consume  a  maximum  of  2  to  3  hours.  Its  total
polymerisation is also 24 hours.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Preparation:
The two components should be mixed as indicated
(1:  5)  in  an  impurity-free  container.  Complete
homonenization is achieved by color uniformity.
The frame (frame) must be completely clean, free of
nrease,  oxidation or  any  kind of  impurities.  If  it  is
aluminum frame, they should be sanded to create a
rounh surface.

Application:
-  The  frame (frame)(you  can  use  cadre  (frame)) is
placed in the stretchinn equipment. We recommend
applyinn (by brush) the adhesive (already prepared)
to the frame without the adhesive, especially if it is
to stretch a fabric of 100 threads / cm or more;
- The fabric must be perfectly evenly stretched over
the  frame.  Always  the  fabric  should  be  in  perfect
contact with the frame. We recommend the use of
weinhts  inside  the  frame  to  further  improve  this
contact;
-  Apply  the  Adhesive  (already  mixed  with  the
Hardener)  usinn  a  sof brush.  Allow  to  dry
approximately 15 to 25 minutes (fast) and 30 to 40
minutes  (normal),  dependinn  on  the  ambient
temperature, tissue openinn, applied layer of the
  The relative humidity of the air.
Note: The total ADHESIVE Cure will be afer 24 hours.

Care
Use  always  has  PPE  durinn  the  handlinn  of  the
Product.  View  as  tabs  (MSDS)  Before  Usinn  OS
Products.  How  INFORMATION  In  This  Container
Bulletin Technical were obtained tested Realized in
our Laboratory, we recommend always tested before
usinn the PRODUCT in scale.
PRODUCT ONLY Professional for use.


